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The world recently witnessed another act of apostasy from Benedict XVI.  On October 27, 2011, Benedict XVI held a prayer meeting with 
leaders of every major religion on the planet.  This meeting included agnostic leaders and practitioners of Voodoo, Islam, Hinduism, 
Buddhism, Judaism, etc.  Benedict XVI allowed them to give speeches and to promote their false religions.  Benedict XVI repeatedly declared 
that the leaders of these false religions are “pilgrims of truth” (L’ Osservatore Romano, November 2, 2011, p. 11.)  Near the end of the 
meeting, Benedict XVI said: “… may every religion bring upon the earth justice and peace, forgiveness and life, love!” (L’ Osservatore 

Romano, November 2, 2011, p. 10.)  During the meeting, time was given to the representative of each false religion to pray to his/her false god.  
Following their idolatry, the representatives (Benedict XVI included) exchanged a “sign of peace.”  Almost the entire “Catholic” world thinks 
that Benedict XVI represents the Catholic faith, and they are following him in his promotion of apostasy.  This is just one good example of why 
our apostolate is so important. 
   
In many mailings during the Christmas season, organizations send out appeals which are often filled with pictures of impressive physical 
structures and their representatives dressed in religious cassocks or habits.  By the display of these externals, the organization endeavors to 
prove that it is authentically Catholic and should receive support.  Quite often the organization implies that the presence of people in buildings 
and religious garb signifies growth and success.  However, the most important questions people should be asking (and which most do not ask) 
are: “What do these people really believe?”  “Do they even believe that the Catholic faith is absolutely necessary for salvation?”  The answer to 
these questions is that, in virtually every case, the members of these groups do not believe the Catholic faith is necessary for salvation.  That’s 
correct: almost all groups which claim to be even traditional Catholic in our day believe that souls can be saved without the Catholic faith and 
in fact in any religion.   At MHFM, however, we do believe that the Catholic faith is necessary for salvation.  That’s why, in these last days of 
the Great Apostasy, our primary work involves attempting to convert people to the Catholic faith.  It involves getting people who claim to be 
Catholic to embrace the true teachings of the Church and live the life of grace.   
 
As the year 2011 ends and we move into the new year, I wanted to give our supporters a brief overview of what we’ve been involved with this 
year.  The newest member of our community created our Spanish website and Spanish YouTube channel.  Over the last five years, we have put 
into circulation over one million copies of the books and DVD programs that we have produced.  We have also achieved great success with our 
website.  In fact, the pro-Vatican website phatmass.com did a study on the top 100 most active “Catholic” websites in the world. 
(http://www.phatmass.com/phorum/topic/114768-top-100-catholic-websites/)  Their research (conducted on August 9, 2011) resulted in 
ranking mostholyfamilymonastery.com as the #13th most active “Catholic” website in the world (this includes the Vatican and other Vatican II 
websites).  These results were based on their research from alexa.com – the website which is considered to be the leading tracker of web 
activity.     
 
However, the ranking of our YouTube channel among “Catholic” YouTube channels is even better.  Our YouTube channel currently has the 
most total video views of any channel in the world that purports to be Catholic.  In fact, our English YouTube channel alone has more total 
video views than all of the Vatican’s YouTube channels (in various languages) combined.   
 
These stats are all the more impressive when we consider that, unlike other groups, MHFM is completely uncompromising.  And the promotion 
of the full truth on these matters necessarily involves condemning heretics; it involves stating things that will be deemed by many to be 
offensive and controversial.  This will of course usually cut a true Catholic off from a larger audience than he would have been able to address 
if he had been willing to compromise.  The unvarnished promotion of the Catholic faith, combined with attacks from evildoers, has caused 
many people to be unwilling to look at MHFM material.  Despite this opposition and the controversy the truth always brings with it (see Acts 
28:22; Luke 2:34), MHFM has, by the grace of God, been able to build an extremely large outreach.  We have sent our books and DVDs out to 
hundreds of thousands, brought millions of different people to our website through internet advertising, and received tens of thousands of 
phone calls and orders.  In fact, from Jan. 1, 2011 to today (Dec. 20, 2011) – a period less than a year – we received over 6,000 different orders 
and over 10,000 telephone calls.  Some of this activity came from national radio ads played on some of the largest radio programs in the U.S.     
 
The way we’ve been able to achieve and maintain this large outreach is through our extensive research and work.  And the way we’ve been 
able to put massive numbers of new people into contact with our YouTube channel, website, books and DVDs is through advertising.  Most of 
the funds we have received have been invested in advertising in order to reach new people.  The money to pay for advertising comes from tax-
deductible donations we receive from supporters.  MHFM is the only major organization in the world where people will find the full truth on 
Catholicism and what has really happened to the Catholic Church.  There are millions of souls out there that need the opportunity to see the 
critical information presented in our material.  During this Christmas time, when God decided to come into the world to save mankind from 
eternal Hell, please support our critical mission to save souls. 
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